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Abstract 
For the purpose of making effective analysis and full use of gas measuring data in mines to achieve more accurate gas emission quantity 
prediction, studied the method for gas emission time series analysis to achieve gas emission quantity prediction based on the Gaussian 
process regression model. Two methods for gas emission time series analysis were proposed, the relationship between gas emission 
quantity and time (Q-T) model and autoregression model, considered gas emission time series as a function of time in Q-T model, while 
constructed the Gaussian process regression model from gas emission time series itself completely in autoregression model. The results of 
case study show that Gaussian process model can describe the objective laws and the developing trends of mine gas emission, its 
predictive results are accurate and reliable, therefore, the application of the Gaussian process regression in gas emission time series 
analysis is a feasible and effective method for gas emission quantity prediction, it has high practical application value. 
 
© 2012 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of the Beijing Institute of 
Technology. 
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1. Introduction 
Gas disaster is one of the most harmful disasters in coal mines, and seriously threat to the mine safety production. Gas 
manual detection and automatic monitor are important means to prevent gas disaster in mines, and there are huge amounts 
of gas data in mine field, so it is very important to make effective and adequate analysis of a large number of gas data and 
apply for gas disaster prevention. Some scholars used different data analysis and processing methods to establish computing 
models for extracting disaster information, mining potential rules and applying for gas emission quantity prediction, such as 
regression analysis methods, gray theory and methods, some machine learning methods and information fusion technologies 
etc[1-6]. This study will apply Gaussian process regression method for gas emission time series analysis so as to avoid the 
problem of inaccurate prediction caused by using traditional time series analysis methods of low nonlinear mapping 
capability, and provide an effective way to make gas emission quantity prediction for the purpose that it is helpful for mine 
gas disaster prevention and control. 
2. Gaussian process regression model 
A Gaussian process is a collection of random variables, any finite number of which have a joint Gaussian distribution[7], 
it is fully specified by its mean function )(xm and covariance function ),( xxk and can be expressed as 
 )),(),((~)( xxkxmGPxf , (1) 
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where )(xf is a real process. 
The main idea of Gaussian process regression is that defining a distribution over functions, and inference taking place 
directly in the space of functions[8]. For a training set of n samples },,1|),{( niyxD ii , where x denotes an input 
vector of dimension N and y denotes an output or target, use X to express nN input matrix, so ),( yXD . A Gaussian 
process can be obtained from a regression model 
 xxf
T)()( , xfy )( , (2) 
where ),0(~ 2nN , with prior ),0(~ N P , P is covariance matrix and )(x maps a input vector x into an feature 
space, and now the function values )(,),( 1 xfxf n corresponding to any number of input points n are jointly Gaussian, 
and the prior distributed of outputs y can be expressed as 
 )),(,0(~,|
2 IXXKNKXy n , (3) 
where ),( XXK is covariance matrix and ),(k in which called covariance function or kernel function. For a number of test 
input X * , the joint distribution of the target values and the function values under the prior can be obtained as 
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Set ),( XXKK , ),( ** XXKK ,In the case that there is only one test point x* , use )( ** xkk to denote the vector of 
covariance between the test point and the n training points, and arrive at the predictive equations for Gaussian process 
regression model as 
 ))cov(),((~,,| **** ffmNXyXf , (5) 
where 
 yIKkfm n
T )()( 2 1** , (6) 
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The kernel function of Gaussian process model is positive semi-definite function, such as linear kernel function, 
polynomial kernel function, Gaussian kernel function and periodic kernel function etc[9-11], the squared exponential 
covariance functions which used in this study can be parameterized in terms of  hyperparameters as 
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where },,{ 22 nfl is a vector containing all the hyperparameters, since the log likelihood of training data is expressed 
as 
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so evaluation of hyperparameters is a nonlinear extremum problem[12], these hyperparameters can be learned by 
maximizing the log likelihood of the training data using some numerical optimization methods such as conjugate gradient 
descent[13]. 
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3. Gas emission time series analysis 
3.1. Data preprocessing 
There are often two gas measuring system running simultaneously in a mine to obtain gas data, monitor system and 
manual detection, and a large amount of gas data accumulated in mining field. Since the gas flow in air can be calculated by 
air quantity Q and gas concentrationC , so the gas flow quantity underground can be calculated from measuring data of gas 
concentration C and air velocity v as 
 CSvCQq , (10) 
where q is gas flow quantity (m3/s), Q is air quantity (m3/s), C is gas concentration (%), v is air velocity (m/s), S is section 
area of mine roadway (m2). 
On the basis of getting the gas flow quantity of mine roadways, according to the situation of underground measuring 
points, it can get the absolute gas emission quantity of a roadway by calculating the gas flow quantity difference between 
outflow and inflow in the roadway. Through such a conversion process it can make gas emission quantity data as samples to 
construct Gaussian process regression model for gas emission time series analysis and gas emission quantity prediction. 
3.2.  Constructing gaussian process model 
Based on the analysis above, it can use a random process to describe the gas emission time series of a mine roadway, and 
consider the gas emission time series as an observed value of a series of random variables ),(),( 21 tqtq , which can 
construct a random process },{ Ttqt , T denotes the time set. According to the inherent characteristics of gas emission 
time series, for gas emission time series analysis, introduce the two methods of constructing the Gaussian process regression 
model as following 
For gas emission time series },{ Ttqt ,consider the gas emission quantity ),(),( 21 tqtq as a function of time t , 
so )(tfqt ,it obtains a n input vector t and output vector q to construct a training 
set },,1|),{(),(1 niqtqtD ii , n denotes a period of time, so to construct a regressive model )(tfqt , 
called the relationship between gas emission quantity and time model for short Q-T model, where represents the error of 
measuring value with real value. 
Similarly for gas emission time series },{ Ttqt , set ][ ,,, 21 qqqx tttt
T
t , t  is a predetermined step, it will 
get a training set },,1|),({),(2 ntqxqXD tt ,where X denotes nt input matrix and q denotes n output 
vector of gas emission quantity data, n represents a period of time, it also have a regression model )(xfq tt for gas 
emission prediction, which is a autoregression model, where also represents the error of measuring value with real value. 
3.3. Gas emission quantity prediction 
According to the construction of Gaussian process regression model, to seek the predictive value of gas emission 
quantity qt* for given t input vector xt* of gas emission data or time points’ t* , choose squared-exponential covariance 
function given by Eq. (8) for model training, which is a widely used covariance function, despite two methods of model 
constructing above have difference in training data form, but those can be seen having same form in output qt , so given a 
unified expression according to Eq. (6) for prediction, the predictive value qt* of gas emission quantity can be calculated as 
 
qIKkq tn
T
t )(
2 1
** , (11) 
where different inputs form just induce different form of K and k* . 
4. Case study 
In this section, using the mine field measuring data to do calculating analysis and verify feasibility and applicability of 
the predictive model proposed above, it collects 500 groups of monitoring data within 3 hours in March 10, 2010, from 403 
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working face 392 roadway of Huanglin No 2 mine, in Shaanxi province in China. First, the air quantity and gas 
concentration data in measuring points is converted to gas emission quantity data of the mine roadways. Second, in the Q-T 
model, make the ratio of time value and the difference between the maximum and the minimum time value as the new time 
value to construct model, set the former 400 groups of data as training sample data, and the others 100 groups as test data; in 
autoregression model, extracted gas emission quantity data to construct the Gaussian process model by setting step size 50, 
so there are 350 groups of training sample data and 50 groups test data left. Finally use MATLAB software to calculate and 
achieve those two methods, the training process of the Q-T model and the autoregressive model is shown in Fig1, and the 
predictive results of Q-T model and the autoregressive model is shown in Fig2. 
 (a)     (b)  
Fig. 1. Illustration of pressure training process for (a) the training process of Q-T model and (b) the training process of autoregression model. 
(a)     (b)  
Fig. 2. Illustration of predictive results for (a) the predictive results of Q-T model and (b) the predictive results of autoregression model. 
From the training process and predictive results, the complexity training process of the Q-T model depends on time 
length and uncertainty of time value, and the fitting effect between predictive result and the actual value is not as good as 
autoregression model because the samples are measure data in short-term, so it is suitable for long-term prediction; while 
the autoregression model has high predictive accuracy, it make good fitting effect between predictive value and the actual 
value, so it is a good real-time data analysis and predictive method. At the same time, the calculating analysis results show 
that mine roadway gas emission is not only affected by time factor, but including the natural geological and productive 
processes factors etc. The mine daily gas measure data implicate objective laws and trends of gas emission, the means of gas 
data analysis and processing for gas emission quantity prediction of all the roadways in mine can be used as effective way to 
master the distribution of gas flow and gas concentration in the whole mine. 
5. Conclusions 
Gaussian process regression model has good nonlinear mapping ability, it can reflect the inherent nonlinearity and 
volatility of gas emission time series, avoid the traditional methods' defects of deficiency in nonlinearity, and improve the 
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accuracy and reliability of predictive results effectively, so it can be used as an effective method to improve predictive 
accuracy of gas emission quantity, and has higher practical application value. 
The two models of gas emission time series analysis has its own application characteristics, the training process of Q-T 
model is dependent of time factor, it suitable for long-term prediction such as daily or weekly relative gas emission quantity 
prediction; the autoregression model is easy to implement, and has better predictive accuracy, it more suitable for real-time 
gas data analysis and prediction, and can provide timely and reliable basis of decision making for mine safety management. 
The application of Gaussian process regression model for gas emission time series analysis reflects the objective laws 
and developing trends of mine gas emission, achieves accurate prediction of gas emission quantity, it can provide scientific 
and rational basis for discerning abnormal situations of gas emission correctly and taking countermeasures timely, so it has 
great significance for gas accident prevention and control in coal mines. 
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